EDITOR’S NOTE: I am happy to report that my schedule has permitted me to get this Report out on time…HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! In the beginning many thought we wouldn’t last a month …now we are TWO YEARS OLD and growing quite amazingly – Thanks to all of you! Congratulate yourself for what you have done – now let’s get out there and sponsor another RC. Help yourself/Help your Country.

Change the Money/Change the Country.
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1. AMERICAN LIBERTY CHECK

*Look Out Banks! Here comes a NORFED instrument that can be deposited into any bank. That means that you can use it at Pizza Hut, your store or telephone company!*
In keeping with NORFED’s practice of commemorating its anniversary in a meaningful way – a new bankable financial instrument was introduced on October 1st. An American Liberty Check in the amount of $20.00 is now available. That’s right. It is a CHECK. And this check, similar to a Traveler’s Check except it is pre-signed, is negotiable. All you have to do is just fill in the payee and pass it to any merchant or deposit it into any bank. It looks similar the $20.00 proof certificate that NORFED issued on its first anniversary. What’s significantly different is that it is depositable and carries an important patriot message: "FREE OUR MONEY" on the face of the check. Call it an innovative "ad specialty item" if you would, it is sure to cause some bankers to look at it twice and know that there is a whole new world out there. There is a locomotive of change headed right for their pocket book if not their checkbook. And although it is not your brain-dead, miss-educated, local banker who is at fault – unless he knows about the F*R* fraud and does nothing – slowly, like penicillin in the body, the American Liberty Check will work its magic and bring about more awareness with it a more informed banking community and more changes to our current fraudulent monetary system.

Get FIVE checks when you sponsor a Redemption Center. Remember that you get $100 for every RC you sponsor. Well, NORFED doesn’t like those dreaded F*R* notes, so from now on, you will receive five $20 ALChecks as payment. And yes, you can just fill in your name and deposit them right into your bank. In fact, we have already run them through our bank and they "clear" just like any other check. This one looks like "money" and alerts
anyone who sees it that there is something more to money than just the dollar amount – this one carries a message. So get some and try them for yourself. Christmas is coming – they will make eye-catching gifts to your patriot friends.

The American Liberty Check is just another step toward a totally integrated system to bring about a capitulation of the current debt based monetary system from the inside out. You can do your part by getting a few and giving them a go. Just another way to have fun with the money game. The checks are now available for $20.00 plus a $1.00 fee for each check when a minimum of five checks are ordered. Or individual checks are available as part of an order for ALDollars.

In Commenting on the Second Anniversary, this editor observed: "A year ago we had 200 Redemption Centers and now we have over 800, with many noted figures such as Pat Shannon, Joe Banister, and Peter Kershaw now active in NORFED. I wonder how long it will be before the do-nothing, fence sitting patriots decide to return America to value – one Liberty Dollar at a time?"

Happy Anniversary Everyone! Wishing you the best with many thanks for all your efforts – may they bring about our goal for honest money in our lifetime.

PLEASE NOTE YOU CAN GO TO THE NORFED SITE FOR EASY VIEWING OF THE CHECK: www.libertydollar.org.

2. NORFED Shakes hands with E-GOLD

NORFED has become an AGIO – Accredited Gold Interchange Operator for e-gold. Although the link to e-gold has been delayed, I wanted to share this important
news, as so many people have asked us about e-gold. Right now it is the best digital currency. As you soon read on our site:
www.libertydollar.org/e-gold/:

After a thorough investigation, NORFED endorses E-GOLD – the brilliant work of Dr. Douglas Jackson and his band of merry pranksters. E-GOLD represents the leading edge of the common man’s quest for an efficient, value backed currency that is honest. For those reasons, NORFED recommends you support E-GOLD as a sister currency towards our mutual goal of a non-fiat currency. Started in 1996, E-GOLD is an electronic, cyber-currency that is 100% backed by gold and silver – similar to the American Liberty Dollar (ALDollar) (ALD).

Although E-GOLD is like the ALDollar, there are basic differences:

* ALDollar is a physical, warehouse receipt, whereas E-GOLD is cyber based on the Internet so it is more economical because it does not have to be printed, etc.

* ALDollar is absolutely private because it is a bearer certificate, whereas E-GOLD is processed through a central server and may be anonymous, but not private.

* ALDollar storage fees are prepaid for the first five years and then charges 1% per year storage fee upon redemption any time within 20 years, whereas E-GOLD deducts a prorated 1% per year from your account, monthly, from time of purchase.

* ALDollar affords the user the ability to redeem the certificates in real one ounce Gold and Silver Libertys, where the smallest redemption allowed by e-gold is a 400 ounce gold bar which make it not readily redeemable. Plus there is no national network of support as
NORFED’s currency enjoys with its Redemption Centers.

*ALDollar is backed up by gold and silver stored in a third party warehouse and audited by a third party, CPA monthly. Even though e-gold started two years before NORFED it has yet to be audited by a third party and post the audit on its site.

*The biggest difference: ALDollar is a proactive educational tool to teach Americans about what has happened to their money and their country and provide a Solution from a non-profit entity, whereas E-GOLD is for profit and offers no Solution.

As such, E-GOLD still represents an enormous step towards greater convenience and an instant, worldwide, value backed monetary system and a more peaceful world. In support of those ideals, now you can exchange ALDollars for E-GOLD and E-GOLD for ALDollars. To facilitate this historic exchange, NORFED has joined with Mr. Parker Bradley, who is a Redemption Center and owner of GOLD-AGE. Simply click on the desired function button on the left to deal with GOLD-AGE directly. Please be informed that GOLD-AGE is an independent, separate company from NORFED. GOLD-AGE is responsible for all transactions and will be identified on all invoices, credit card receipts and statements.

Go forth and enjoy a new GOLD-AGE of money while NORFED moves to return America’s monetary system to value – one Liberty Dollar at a time by motivating the People to demand the repeal of the Federal Reserve Act and the Internal Revenue Lie.

3. Pat Shannan new RC

It is my pleasure to welcome another friend of liberty, Mr. Pat
Shannan. As many of you know, Pat is usually the featured writer for Media Bypass. Over the years, I have had the opportunity to get to know Pat. Now as a Redemption Center, I invite Pat to bring the NORFED Solution to his sphere of influence. Thank you Pat for your vote of confidence and efforts to return America to value – one Liberty Dollar at a time.

4. Question of the Month:

Why are no larger denominations of Silver Certificates planned at this time? Why is the $500 Gold Certificate the only gold denomination planned? Both of these are part and parcel to the same situation. Whereas the American Liberty Currency is designed to respond to the free market in metals that happens to be documented in those dreaded Federal Reserve Notes and whereas NORFED anticipates higher prices in silver, the $20, $50, and the $100 denominations have been reserved for Silver based denominations when the price of silver goes up. While at the same time it is not possible to do a fractional (i.e. part of an ounce) Gold Liberty at current market conditions. There you have it. Plain and simple. No space.

5. Mel Gibson Playboy Interview

Of course, many if not most of us saw Mel’s most recent patriotic work: The Patriot. And like the professional and true patriot that Mel is, it was very well done and an enjoyable way for us to get our message out there. What you may have missed was an equally enjoyable interview with Mel in the July 1995 issue of Playboy. I hope I will not be stepping on Hef’s toes by adding the small part where Mel talks about the Federal Reserve. Please note Appendix I for a very frank interview. BE
FOREWARNED! I do not want any complaints about Mel’s language. The interview starts after an answer to a series of questions about Australia.

6. Las Vegas video is now on the NORFED home page

That’s right. Believe it! The NORFED Solution – An Introduction to the American Liberty Dollar is now available free at www.libertydollar.org. Just click in the box at the bottom of the home site. Email www.libertydollar.org to anyone you want to turn on.

7. Liegerman – more CFR than JEW…

Please note it is not NORFED’s position to take any political position regarding political candidates, but when the CFR tries to pass off anyone as being anything other than what he is then the truth calls out. In this particular case it is one Joseph Liegerman, the CFR’s other Vice Presidential candidate. We all know by now that he is a Jew, no problem, and certainly should not be any big deal. What should be a big deal and is not, is the fact that he is more CFR than JEW. Nominating a Jew is a tactical move and much to do about nothing. The real truth is that both political parties are controlled by the CFR. Please read Appendix II for an explosive look at he who would be our first Vice JEW, but certainly not our first Vice CFR.

8. Greenspan’s investments:

I like some things about Alan Greenspan. Let’s face it, the guy has balls! For those who have read Atlas Shrugged, or for the more devoted readers of The Objectivist, then I ask you: Can you possible
imagine Allan and Ayn smoking those special cigarettes and sleeping together? I wonder if they enjoyed rock n’ roll too… On a more mundane note, here is a reprint from the Monday, August 7th edition of the CFR’s main mouthpiece, the USA Today: Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan’s investments totaled between $3.4 million and $7 million in 1999, up from a range of $2.5 million to $6.4 million in 1998, his financial disclosure filing released Friday shows. Greenspan, to avoid conflicts of interest, does not have any stock holdings. His assets are mainly invested in shorter-term Treasury securities. Greenspan’s salary last year was $136,700. (PS: If you ever run across any info regarding Darth Vador Greenspan, please forward it to this Report for publication.)

9. RC SPECIAL: $5.00 per Month Service

Are you a redemption center without a web site? One of your fellow freedom fighters has stepped up to the plate to help you out. He's located in North Atlanta, Georgia and is willing to host your web site and e-mail for a nominal fee, a fee that can be paid with ALC's! If I understand the offer correctly, Eric Fether a Redemption Center, has offered to create and maintain any Redemption Center’s web site for only $5.00 per month. As most of us know by now, it is the maintenance of our web sites that is extremely expensive in time or money – usually both! So I encourage you to take Eric up on this offer and find out the particulars. I must confess, I do not know Eric, nor have I used his services as Sarah, NORFED’s Fulfillment Manager, has grown into that role and does a terrific job. But I know that hardly a day goes by that our web site is not changed. So, $5.00 per month for maintenance is terrific and to create one too is an outright gift to any liberty loving Redemption Center.
You can contact Eric at:
efether@silverbacked.com and visit
his web site at:
http://www.silverbacked.com

10. Getting free from the
IRS Lie

As important as it is to stop being
deceived by the IRS Lie, it is
equally important to find some
privacy for your money. As you
may recall from the NORFED
video, once I realized the IRS Lie, I
didn’t act until I had safeguarded
my assets offshore. Then I
contacted the IRS and told them
"No why Jose!" The sequence of
events here is very important if you
have any amount of money at all.
Please don’t go off half cocked!
Get your money offshore before
you lock, load and take aim at the
IRS. For this reason, I have moved
very aggressively to enter the
offshore environment. Please stay
tuned for major developments for
all RCs after the first of the year.
2001 will be a whole new ball
game, regardless of which CFR
candidate is "President".

11. List of Referrals for
help with the IRS Lie

As you may have heard me explain,
it is my firm belief that the federal
government is secretly behind the
demise of the IRS as we know it. I
don’t have the time to go into the
whys and whatfors but it is obvious
that a great number of
organizations – hell they are
businesses! – are now available to
assist anyone to stop being
defrauded by the IRS Lie. We
would like to list everyone who has
joined this growth industry for
individuals to stop filing a 1040
Return. If you know of someone,
and lets face it many are RCs,
please email your list to
truth@libertydollar.org. Then next
month I will publish it with a short
article about the War on the IRS by
the government.
PS: It would be very interesting to know which Anti-IRS providers accept ALDollars and if they are a Redemption Center like Steve Hempfling with the Free Enterprise Society among quite a few others. Please let me know via truth@libertydollar.org. Thanks!

12. 
Personal/HOSTETTLE
R in my district!

Can you believer it!?!!! I am just amazed at my own lack of political involvement!!! Just as I returned from Jamaica, I was invited to attend a Second Amendment meeting in support of some yahoo local politician. Well!! To my surprise and enjoyment it turned out to be none other than Congressman John Hostettler – the Hero of every American who understands that guns brings discipline to the social system, just as gold brings discipline to the economic system. I had the opportunity to share a few words with John, my public servant and inform him and the audience about the Council on Foreign Relations. Unfortunately, I found out that most of those Gun Rights Boys are just as ignorant about the CFR as the general public is about Gun Rights. My best to John Hostettler, I hope he wins and then finds an honest party to be associated with!

As for travel, I am in Florida, attending e-gold’s Indian River Conference, meeting with RCs, and working on yet another project. I will be in Los Angeles the week of November 1st. A trip up to New England this year is getting squeezed but I am still hopeful…I am available to meet with any RC who gets a group of 100 together. Please contact me via email to coordinate a time and place.

Appendix I: Mel Gibson Playboy Interview:

PLAYBOY: None of this happens in Los Angeles?
GIBSON: The same thing happens here, but it’s just by virtue of the number of people in this country that it’s easier. It’s just as corrupt. I’m terribly cynical about politics and politicians. I see the same trends here that I saw overseas.

PLAYBOY: How do you feel about Bill Clinton?

GIBSON: He’s a low-level opportunist. Somebody’s telling him what to do.

PLAYBOY: Who?

GIBSON: The guy who’s in charge isn’t going to be the front man, ever. If I were going to be calling the shots I wouldn’t make an appearance. Would you? You’d end up losing your head. It happens all the time. All those monarchs. If he’s the leader, he’s getting shafted. What’s keeping him in there? Why would you stay for that kind of abuse? Except that he has to stay for some reason. He was meant to be the president 30 years ago, if you ask me.

PLAYBOY: He was just 18 then.

GIBSON: Somebody knew then that he would be president now.

PLAYBOY: You really believe that?

GIBSON: I really believe that. He was a Rhodes scholar, right? Just like Bob Hawke. Do you know what a Rhodes scholar is? Cecil Rhodes established the Rhodes scholarship for those young men and women who want to strive for a new world order. Have you heard that before? George Bush? CIA? Really, it’s Marxism, but it just doesn’t want to call itself that. Karl had the right idea, but he was too forward about saying what it was. Get power but don’t admit to it. Do it by stealth. There’s a whole trend of Rhodes scholars who will be politicians around the world.
PLAYBOY: This certainly sounds like a paranoid sense of world history. You must be quite an assassination buff.

GIBSON: Oh, fuck. A lot of those guys pulled a boner. There’s something to do with the Federal Reserve that Lincoln did, Kennedy did and Reagan tried. I can’t remember what it was, my dad told me about it. Everyone who did this particular thing that would have fixed the economy got undone. Anyway, I’ll end up dead if I keep talking shit.

The Interview continues for several more pages and covers many other points of interest including Gun Control, which Mel supports. The complete Interview can be found in the July 1995 issue of Playboy, enjoy.

So who wants to nominate Mel to be NORFED’s "Celebrity Spokesman"?! Email me your feedback when you get to this question. Thanks for reading the Report!!

Appendix II: Liegerman – More CFR than JEW:

NORFED Report is very grateful to Truth in Media Global Watch Bulletin (TiM):
http://www.truthinmedia.org for the following article:

Beware Lieberman!

By

Barry Chamish

JERUSALEM, Aug. 8 - So the American Jews should be rejoicing as one of their own becoming the first Jew ever to be nominated a U.S. vice president? Not so fast, says a Jerusalem-based journalist Barry Chamish, a Jewish author to
whom we have lent our Internet airwaves many times during the last four years. Here's an excerpt from what he had to say about Lieberman:

"VP Candidate Joseph Lieberman is a member of the Council On Foreign Relation (CFR), as are Dick Cheney, and Al Gore. The only candidate not on the members list is G.W. Bush Jr. who is a member by proxy. His grandfather Prescott was a CFR pioneer, while dad, George Sr. was an executive of the accursed cult whose aim is a one world government. With only 3000 members, it is clear that only CFR members and loyalists may become President. Last time around the figures were the same, Gore, Dole and Clinton were CFR members. The story has been similar for the past two generations.

Rabbi Marvin Antleman has been fighting the CFR for three decades. In 1972, he submitted a proposal to the Rabbinical Council of America to condemn the CFR and prevent its members from infiltrating Jewish institutions. In 1974, his book To Eliminate The Opiate was published. Long considered a classic in many circles, the book exposed the CFR's program to wipe out Judaism by planting its members throughout Jewish media, charitable and educational institutes.

He called last night to tell me that, "I just went through the CFR roster. Lieberman's name is on the membership list. We're being sold a bill of goods again."

---

TiM Ed.: For what it’s worth, Lieberman’s name has been on the CFR roster since at least 1991.

---

"The CFR's Middle East Task Force Report of July 1996 spells out the organization's position in no uncertain terms; Israel must return to its undefendable 1948 borders
and Jerusalem is to be divided into
two national capitals. Rabbi
Antleman thus doubts the
authenticity of Lieberman's
commitment to Orthodox Jewry.

"How can you be Orthodox and
belong to an organization which
promotes the division of Jerusalem
and which, in the past, has
financially backed such irreligious
movements as communism and
nazism?" he asks. "The CFR's
purpose is to promote and arm
violent and disruptive national
movements in order to upset the
world's status quo and replace it
with their alternative world order.
There is no place within for a
religious Jew unless he is
dangerous window dressing."

What that will mean for Israel is
more suicidal concessions with
American Jews unable to accuse
the administration of being anti-
Israel.

The same trick was used in 1972,
when CFR executive Henry
Kissinger was named Secretary of
State. Equally proud of Kissinger
as they are of Lieberman today, the
Jewish community could not
accuse the administration of
deliberately trying to eliminate
Israel in the Yom Kippur War of
1973, nor could they find sinister
motives for the isolation of Israel in
the peace process which followed
it.

This time around, not only does the
current "peace" process get a boost,
so does the Hillary Clinton
campaign for a New York
senatorial seat. And the Jews, so
excited by Lieberman's nomination,
as usual, do not suspect how
cynically they are being set up.

The signs are there for anyone to
see. Last year Lieberman
welcomed Arafat to America, and
even prayed for the success of his
mission. And he initiated a
publicized letter to President
Clinton nixing any chance of CFR
victim Jonathan Pollard's release from prison. As the Jerusalem Post noted, Pollard's website has long accused Lieberman of being "a willing tool of the CIA."

Sooner or later Lieberman's possible dual allegiance to America and Israel will become a debating point.

Observes Antleman, "And that will miss the real issue, which is Lieberman's allegiance to the CFR. It will prove stronger than all his sentimental ties to America, Israel and to Judaism itself."

---

TiM Ed.: True. But there is no chance, is there, that Lieberman’s duplicity vis-à-vis Israel would result in a NATO bombing of that country? Yet his kow-towing to the Arafat- and the PLA-equivalent forces in the Balkans - the KLA Albanian terrorists - has resulted in murders of thousands of innocent civilians.

So what’s the deal? The Orthodox Christian Serbs lives are more expendable than the Israeli ones? If so, we can see why an ostensible "Jew" may be also more expendable on a Democratic presidential ticket.

In short, there is treason and there is treason. One form of treason is treason against a country whose passport you hold and in which you may have been born. Lieberman does not yet seem to be guilty of that. Yet, as the Rabbi Antleman hints, Lieberman is guilty of treason laced with green dollar bills. As are his globalist bosses and cohorts, Clinton, Gore, Clark, Cohen or Albright…

-----------

Watch Lieberman’s Votes, Not His Lips

PHOENIX, Aug. 9 - When "Bonehead Al" made the
announcement about his selection of a running mate on Aug. 7, the liberal media pounced on an opportunity to cast "Phony Gerry" a.k.a. Joseph Lieberman, as a "conservative liberal" (never mind the oxymoronic aspect of this term!).

But serious Washington watchers have learned to watch the candidates votes, not their lips or the New York Times quips. And as you can see below, our quick look at Lieberman’s recent votes shows that he is not only a phony conservative, he is a phony liberal, too. In other word, he is just a plain, vanilla phony. Like his new boss, Lieberman is only consistently for the globalist New World Order. No matter from what direction their "wind de jour" is blowing, Lieberman and Gore have always been there, dutifully helping fan it around the country or the world.

Take a look for yourself…
• He is against human life (i.e., he is for abortion), but he is also for animal rights and the children defense fund.
• He is for protection of the environment, but has also voted for all Clinton administration’s overseas wars, including last year’s bombing of Serbia that devastated both human life and the environment in the Balkans.
• He is for normal trade relations with China, and for the controversial Defense Missile Defense system, the dying-gasp gift of the Clinton administration to America’s "death merchants."
• He is against the interests of the Christian Coalition, but he is for those of the Hispanic Leadership Agenda and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
• He is against the interests of gun owners, small businesses, and scores of other populist groups in America.
• He is for government regulation and against those who wish to curb the tax and spending habits of
So How Did Joe the Jew vote? Check this Out!

Abortion / Family Planning
• On the votes that the National Right to Life Committee considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 0 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the Planned Parenthood considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the National Abortion Reproductive Rights Action League considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.

Animal Rights
• On the votes that the The Humane Society of the United States considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the Fund For Animals considered to be the most important in 1995-1996, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 75 percent of the time.

Small Business
• On the votes that the National Federation of Independent Business considered to be the most important in 1999-2000, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 22 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the Business-Industry Political Action Committee considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 11 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the The Small Business Survival Committee considered to be the most important in 1998, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 30 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the National Federation of Independent Business
considered to be the most important in 1997-1998, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 43 percent of the time.

Children
• On the votes that the Children's Defense Fund considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.

Christian Family Issues
• On the votes that the Christian Coalition considered to be the most important in 1997-1998, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 9 percent of the time.

Civil Rights
• On the votes that the National Hispanic Leadership Agenda considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the Human Rights Campaign considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the American Civil Liberties Union considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 50 percent of the time.

Conservative
• On the votes that the Conservative Index-The John Birch Society considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 10 percent of the time.

Economic Policy
• On the votes that the The Republican Liberty Caucus - Economic Policy considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 10 percent of the time.
• On the votes that the The Libertarian Party - Economic Freedom considered to be the most important in 1995, Senator
Lieberman voted their preferred position 30 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the Competitive Enterprise Institute - Totals considered to be the most important in 1994, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 26 percent of the time.

**Environment**

- On the votes that the Sierra Club considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.
- On the votes that the League of Conservation Voters considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.
- On the votes that the Competitive Enterprise Institute - Environment considered to be the most important in 1994, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 22 percent of the time.

**Foreign Policy**

- On Mar. 25, 1999, two days after NATO’s bombing of Serbia started, Lieberman introduced a "Kosovo Self Defense Act," a proposal for the U.S. to arm and train the Kosovo Albanian terrorists, the KLA. On May 3 1999, Lieberman, co-sponsored a bill with Sen. Mitch McConnell, a Kentucky Republican, that again called on the United States to arm the KLA Albanian terrorists against the Serbs. Lieberman and McConnell wanted to provide $25 million to equip the KLA’s 10,000 men or 10 battalions with small arms and anti-tank weapons for up to 18 months (the Washington Times, 05/03/1999).
- Lieberman voted for Authorizing Use of all Necessary Force in Kosovo, i.e., he voted against a motion to kill the resolution introduced by Lott, R-MS -
05/04/1999.

• Liberman voted against an amendment requiring the President to get Congressional approval before sending U.S. ground troops into Yugoslavia. The amendment also would prohibit funding without Congressional approval except for peacekeeping personnel, unless authorized by a declaration of war or a joint resolution authorizing military force.

• Tabling motion introduced by Warner, R-VA; amendment introduced by Senator Specter, R-PA, bill introduced by Senator Warner, R-VA - 5/25/99.

• Liberman voted for the FY 2000 Defense Auth.--Restriction of Yugoslavian Funds, a vote to table or kill an amendment prohibiting U.S. funds for military actions in Yugoslavia after October 1, 1999 with the exception of intelligence and surveillance activity. Tabling motion introduced by Warner, R-VA, Amendment introduced by Smith R-NH, Bill introduced by Warner, R-VA - 05/26/1999.

• Liberman voted against an amendment to eliminate the existing ban on privately funded abortions for military personnel and dependents in overseas military hospitals. Tabling motion introduced by Smith, R-NH, Amendment introduced by Murray D-WA, Bill introduced by Warner, R-VA - 5/26/99.

• Liberman voted for the extension of China's Normal Trade Relations Status - a Discharge Motion introduced by Smith, I-N.H.- 07/20/1999.

• Liberman voted for the Richard Holbrooke Nomination-Confirmation as the U.S. ambassador to the U.N. - 08/05/1999.

• Liberman voted for the National Missile Defense Act of 1999, a policy of the U.S. to deploy a National Missile Defense system as soon as it is technologically possible - 3/17/1999.

**Gun Issues**

• On the votes that the National Rifle Association considered to be
the most important in 1993-1994, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 0 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Gun Owners of America** considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 9 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Coalition to Stop Gun Violence** considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Handgun Control, Inc** considered to be the most important in 1993-1994, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 100 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Handgun Control, Inc** considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 0 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Handgun Control, Inc** considered to be the most important in 1997, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 20 percent of the time.

**Populist**

- On the votes that the **Liberty Lobby** considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 0 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Liberty Lobby** considered to be the most important in 1997, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 20 percent of the time.

**Regulation**

- On the votes that the **Competitive Enterprise Institute - Deregulation** considered to be the most important in 1994, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 0 percent of the time.

**Taxes/Spending**

- On the votes that the **Competitive Enterprise Institute - Taxes** considered to be the most important in 1994, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 0 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Americans for Tax Reform** considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 5 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Citizens Against Government Waste** considered to be the most important in 1999, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 14 percent of the time.

- On the votes that the **Taxpayers**
for Common Sense considered to be the most important in 1998, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 36 percent of the time.

• On the votes that the National Tax-Limitation Committee considered to be the most important in 1997-1998, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 25 percent of the time.

• On the votes that the Competitive Enterprise Institute - Spending considered to be the most important in 1994, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 23 percent of the time.

• On the votes that the Competitive Enterprise Institute - Budget considered to be the most important in 1994, Senator Lieberman voted their preferred position 19 percent of the time.

---

TiM Ed.: The above analysis has been based on - http://www.votesmart.org. This web site also provides the following information about how to contact our "Phony Gerry:"

Washington DC E-Mail Address: senator_lieberman@lieberman.senate.gov
Washington DC Web Address: http://www.senate.gov/~lieberman
Washington DC Address: 706 Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 20510-0703, Phone: 202-224-4041

HOW TO MAKE TiM YOUR HOME PAGE? Easy.

If you’re using the Netscape browser, go to Edit-Preferences and click on the Home Page button. Then type in: http://www.truthinmedia.org in the Location space. And that’s it!

If you’re using the MS Explorer browser, go to Tools-Internet Options, and then type in http://www.truthinmedia.org in the Address space. And that’s it
Thanks again for all your support and efforts to return America to value and re-establish our God given inalienable rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness – one Liberty Dollar at a time.

That’s it. Wishing you a great day.